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PHYSICAL REVIE%' A VOLUM E 14, NUMB E R 3 SEPTEMBER 1976

Calcuhtted anisotropies for the quenching radiation in the hydrogen isoelectronic sequence*

G. %'. F. Draket and Chien-ping I.in
Department of Physics, University of 8'indsor, 8'indsor, Ontario, Canada %98 3P4

(Received 3 May 1976}

Accurate values of the Lamb shift can be derived from measurements of the anisotropy in the angular

distribution of the radiation accompanying the electric field induced 2s-1 s transition of hydrogen. Calculations

of the anisotropy, including relativistic and hyper6ne structure corrections, are presented for the hydrogenic

ions up to S' +. The data enable the calculation of the Lamb shift from a measured value of the anisotropy.

INTRODUCTION

There has been much recent interest, both ex-
perimental" and theoretical, "in the Lamb shifts
of heavy hydrogenic systems. In previous pa-
pers, "me have suggested that measurements of
the angular anisotropy in the electric field quench-

ing radiation from the meta. stable 2s», state may
provide an accurate method of deriving the Lamb
shifts of hydrogenic ions. A nonperturbative the-
ory of the process has been developed' and the
technique has been tested to high precision in hy-
drogen and deuterium. '

Fox' hydrogenic ions vzith nuclear charge Z great-
er than five or six, first-order perturbation the-
ory is adequate fox' readily obtainable electric
quenching fields (i.e., fields up to about 50Z' V/
cm}. Under these conditions, the anisotropy is
very nearly equal to its zex'o-field value, and

therefore independent of field strength. In this
paper, we present calculations of the zero-field
anisotropies as a function of the I.amb shift for
the ions up to hydrogenic sulphur. Lamb shifts
can then be derived when experimental measure-
ments of the anisotropy are available. The cal-
culations include nuclear-spin and relativistic ef-
fects.
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where p(~) is the density of photon states at the

average emitted frequency (d, e is the photon po-
larization vector, and I' is a unit vector pointing
in the electric field direction. The coefficients
A and A' correspond to transitions in vrhich LUf =0
and +1, respectively. I+ I' is given by (in atomic

units�}
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with M'=M. Here, o. is the 4 x4 Dirac matrix
and 8 is the electric dipole vector potential for
the emitted photon. The corresponding expression
f

For electric dipole transitions, the relativistic
matrix elements in Eq. (2) are both of the form

(yj''IF'M'I T(lq) IyjIFM), where T(1) is an irre-
ducible tensor of rank 1. Using standard vector
coupling techniques, the matrix elements can be
vrritten in terms of 3-j and 6-j symbols as

The theory presented previously7' is modified
here to include relativistic corrections in the
evaluation of the transition matrix elements. The
calculations are performed in the coupled repre-
sentation F= j+ I, where j is the total electronic
angular momentum and I is the nuclear spin. We
assume that the metastable ion beam is initially
an incohex"ent mixture of all the hyperfine states
of the 28~ g2 level %xth equal statlstIcal weights.
Then in the limit of weak-field strength 7, the
induced electric dipole transition rate can be
vrritten in the form
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Following Grant, ' the reduced matrix elements
ax'e
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where in the Coulom'b gauge

M, .J
= i((o/mc)' '((2) ' '[(~' —x)I;+ 2I,]
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for the a 8 matrix element, and

M, ,, = F P'P+ Q'Q mdiv

for the 5z matrix element. In the above,

P'Q+Q'P j mx c d&;
0

j~(x) is the spherical Bessel function, and P and

Q are the large and small components of the rela-
tivistic radial wave functions. " The integrals I ~
were calculated analytically by expanding jz, (&ur/c)
and retaining all terms up to (&or/c)'.

The quantity of interest in anisotropy measure-
ments is the total intensity summed over both po-
larizations emitted in directions parallel and per-
pendicular to the electric field. Summing Eq. (1)
over two perpendicular vectors e, both perpen-
dicular to the direction of propagation, yields

2m p((u)
I(8, y) =—
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. [IA I'(1 —cos'8)

+ I+ I
2(1+ cos'8)], (8)

where 8 and y are the spherical angles defining
the direction of propagation and E is taken to point
in the z direction. " The anisotropy 8 is defined to
be

R = (I, —I,)/(I„+I~), (9)

where I~=I(0, 0}andI, =I(-,m, 0). Thus from Eq. (8)

&=(I&'I'- I& I')/(2I&'I'+ I&l'} (10)

The calculated values of R are presented in the
following section.

RESULTS

In addition to the relativistic matrix elements
described in the preceding section, we also need
the energy differences in the denominator of Eq.
(2), including hyperfine structure. The calculated
anisotropies are parametrized in terms of the
Lamb shift S =E(2s»2) —E(2p, &2) uncorrected for
hyperfine structure. The fine-structure splitting
E(2p3 &2)

—E(2p, &2), which to a first approximation
is a non-@ED effect, can be estimated to suffi-
cient accuracy from the formula"
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TABLE I. Input data for the calculation of quenching anisotropies in hydrogenic ions.

Ion
E(2p3/2) —E(2pg/2)

(Hz)
r(2p«, )

(sec ')
I'(2p3/2)
(sec )

a+ hfs

(Hz)

H
'He
VLi

88
11B
i 2C
'4W

16O

18F
"Xe
23NI

24Mg
2 Al
28si

Sip
32S

l.096 91 (10)
1.097 21 (10)
1.755 94 (11}
8.891 41 (11)
2.810 81 (12)
6.864 41 (12)
1.423 92 (13)
2.639 12 (13)
4.504 44 (13)
7.21928 (13)
1.10101 (14)
1.61310 (14)
2.286 35 (14)
3.15171 (14)
4.242 94 (14)
5.596 68 (14)
7.252 43 (14)

6.2683 (8)
6.2683 (8}
l.0030 (10)
5.0776 (10)
1.6048 (11)
3,9183 (11)
8.1256 (11)
1.5055 (12)
2.5685 (12)
4.1147(12}
6.2723 (12}
9.1844 {12)
1.3010 (13)
1.7922 (13)
2.4110(13)
3.1778 (13)
4.1146 (13}

6.2682 (8)
6.2682 (8)
l.0029 (10)
5.0768 (10)
1.6044 (11)
3.9165 (11)
8.1201 (11)
1.5041 (12)
2.5655 (12)
4.1085 (12)
6 ~ 2606 (12)
9.1637 (12)
1.2975 (13}
1.7866 (13)
2.4022 (13}
3.1645 (13}
4.0950 (13)

2.6635 (8)
4.0923 (7)

0
2.7960 (9)

-3.5949 (9)
1.0686 (10)

0
6.6021 (9)

0
1.8274 (11)

0
9.3811(10)

0
1.5254 (11)

0
3 ~ 6404 (11)

0

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 52nd ed. (Chemical Rubber Co. , Cleveland, 1971),
p. E-57.

The numbers in parentheses are the powers of ten by which the entries are to be multiplied.
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TABLE II. Data for obtaining the Lamb shift S
[Eq. (13)] from a measured value of the anisotropy R.

Ion So (GHz) Ro

H
4He

Li
'Be
ii B
i2C
i4N

i6p
i8F
20Ne
2 3Na

24Mg

27Al

28Si
3ip
32S

1.057 867 (0)
1.059 241 (0)
1.404 205 (1)
6.273 75 (1)
1.797 91 (2)
4.0457 (2)
7.819 9 (2)
1.361 37 (3)
2.19621 (3)
3.343 1 (3)
4.861 1 (3)
6.809 0 (3)
9.256 0 (3)
1.226 5 (4)
1.590 7 (4)
2.025 4 (4)
2 ~ 537 3 (4)

0.139071
0.141165
0.117966
0.104 251
0.094 905
0.087 537
0.081 723
0.076 829
0.072 670
0.069 015
0.065 876
0.062 994
0.060 451
0.058 104
0.056 016
0.054 082
0.052 299

1.0187
1.0525
1.0352
1.0218
1.0207
1.0160
1.0150
1.0130
1.0114
1.0088
1.0091
1.0077
1.0074
1.0059
1.0061
1.0055
1.0051

where m/M is the electron-to-nuclear mass ratio,
n is the fine-structure constant 1/137.036, and (R„
is the Rydberg constant. The hyperfine structure
energy shifts are estimated from

o„f,F(F+ 1) —j (j + 1) —f(f+ 1)
nl jlF n3 j(j+ 1)(f+ 1)

where n„„is the hyperfine structure coupling con-
stant. The various input data are listed in Table
I.

The Lamb shift corresponding to a measured
value of the anisotropy can be obtained from the
data in Table II. The dependence of the Lamb
shift' on the measured anisotropy at zero-field
strength is expanded in the form

S= S,[1+b(R —R,)/R, ], (13)

up to terms linear in R-R„where S, is the the-
oretical Lamb shift tabulated by Mohr, and R, is
the corresponding theoretical anisotropy. The
values of S„R„andb are listed in Table II. The
error introduced in S by neglecting quadratic and

higher terms in R —Ro is less than 0.01% provided
that R differs from Ro by less than 1%. It is clear
from the values of b that the fractional change in
S from S, is nea, rly equal to the fractional devia-
tion of R from R, . Although relativistic correc-
tions to the transition integrals have a substantial
effect on the values of ~A ~' and ~A' ~' separately
for large Z, their ratio, and therefore the values
of R, are nearly unchanged. For hydrogenic sul-
phur (Z= 16), relativistic corrections increase
R by only 0.04/p.

The values of Ro for 'H and 'H in Table II are
slightly different from the values calculated pre-
viously' in the limit of zero-field strength owing
to the use of the revised Lamb shifts calculated
recently by Mohr. 4 There is a further small error
in the Ro for 'H in Ref. 8 in the limit 7-0 due to
the use of an incorrect value for n„„.Using the
corrected value R, =0.141165 yields the experi-
mental Lamb shift S= 1059.6 +1.1 MHz instead of
the value 1058.7 +1.1 MHz given previously from
the measured value R = 0.14121 + 0.000 14. Fur-
ther experiments are in preparation to extend
these measurements to the hydrogenic ions such
as 0" and F". There does not appear to be any
fundamental difficulty which would prevent the at-
tainment of at least the +0.1/g accuracy already
demonstrated in neutral hydrogen. ' This would be
a substantial improvement over the accuracy of
existing Lamb-shift measurements" "for the
heavier hydrogenic ions.

*Research supported by the National Research Council
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